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1. introduction

It is known that in the process of interaction between 
the rolling stock and tracks, certain part of energy for the 
traction of rolling stock is used to overcome the forces of 
dry and viscous friction in the contact «wheel-rail». Energy 
consumption, in this case, is mostly for the accumulation 
of residual deformations in the track, wheel and rail, which 
leads to the formation of point defects and generation of heat. 
In addition, energy is spent on the accumulation of residual 
deformations in the rail-sleeper grid, on the radiation in the 
form of acoustic waves, etc. [1].

If one does not consider these energy losses when cal-
culating the forces of interaction between track and rolling 
stock, one may receive results that will be by 15–25 % differ-
ent from the actual, those confirmed experimentally. This is 
particularly important for the sections of track in the curves 
of small radii (350 m and less), which differ from other sec-
tions by significant level of horizontal transverse forces. It 
should be noted that such sections have to be equipped with 
rail-sleeper grid on wooden sleepers only [2].

Therefore, development of theoretical ideas about the 
processes of energy losses in the track and experimental 
determination of quantitative characteristics of such los-
ses (dissipation) is a relevant task. This task is especially 
relevant for the sections of track in the curves of small radii 
with wooden sleepers.
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2. literature review and problem statement

A more complete picture of the process of internal fric-
tion in the track was achieved in studies [3], the results of 
which make it possible, based on data on vertical deformation 
of rails, their speed and acceleration, to determine important 
characteristics in the point of contact between wheels and 
rail, in particular: rigidity of the track, coefficient of viscous 
friction and the resulted mass of track.

For the track with rails R65, wooden sleepers with 
curves 1840 and 1600 pcs/km on crushed stone ballast, 
the forces of viscous friction calculated by this method  
equal 240 kh⋅sec/cm (at motion speed 25 km/h) and  
125 kh⋅sec/cm (at motion speed 60 km/h) [4].

In addition, it is established that with rails R65, the 
mean value of viscous friction forces was two times lower 
than with rails R50 and three times less than with rails R43. 
Forces of viscous friction were almost linearly decreased by 
several times with the growth of speed in the range from 20 
to 60 km/h. The study, described above, was performed for 
the conditions of mainline railway transport. Theoretical 
and experimental research into similar processes that was 
conducted for the conditions of industrial transport [5] con-
firmed basic positions of predecessors.

It should be noted, however, that theoretical calculations 
of spatial interaction between rolling stock and track were 
used mainly with the help of the flat calculation schemes  
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using subsequently the principle of superposition. That is, 
they used the hypothesis of linearity of elastic characteristics 
of the track and its independence from the dynamics of roll-
ing stock in the vertical and horizontal plane. The track in 
these calculations was considered in the form of beams based 
on continuous elastic foundation whose modulus of elasticity 
is a constant magnitude.

But it was demonstrated later in [6] that under certain 
operating conditions, especially in the curves of small radii, 
these assumptions differ significantly from the real processes 
of dynamics of rolling stock and track, yielding large errors. 
Therefore, such a theoretical base cannot help to achieve 
practical results, first of all, to enhance safety of transport.

A lot of attention is paid to the question of interaction be-
tween rolling stock and the upper structure of the track using 
computational technology in modern scientific and technical 
literature. Thus, [7] conducted theoretical and experimental 
research into elastic qualities of the system wheel-rail under 
conditions of action of negative factors. As an example, au-
thors conducted computer simulation of the interaction of 
a freight wagon with a railway line, one of the rails of which 
has defect in the quality of the corrugated surface. This topic 
is also considered in [8] – examining dynamic characteristics 
of the system wheel-rail at the curved sections of railway.  
A mechanism and a method of computer calculations of these 
characteristics are presented, which depend on the influence 
of parameters of the rolling stock, as well as track parameters.

Paper [9] presented a mathematical model for the eva-
luation of actual operating conditions of railway rolling 
stock, taking into account a case when a wheel loses contact 
with the rail. Mathematical modeling demonstrated that 
amplitude characteristics of the fluctuations depend on the 
functions of roughness and speed of the wheel motion. When 
calculating dynamic processes, the contact between a wheel 
and a rail should be considered non-stable. With increasing 
speed, the effect of this instability is growing. Therefore, spe-
cial attention is paid in the research to the issue of improving 
security for the lines of high-speed motion [10].

If we approach these issues from general positions – from 
the point of research into dissipative processes, then all of the 
above considered sources [6–10], each in its aspect, investi-
gate a general phenomenon – the dissipation of energy of the 
object «wheel-rail». As for the given article, it also explores 
dissipative processes, which take place in a rail track, at its 
interaction with the rolling stock. A special feature of this pa-
per, compared with others [4–6], is that we solve a problem of 
research not into flat but spatial interaction between rolling 
stock and track using those methods that take into account 
the factor of dynamics of rolling stock and track.

This task is particularly important for those railway lines 
that contain curves of small radii, in particular, subways. It 
should be noted that up to now, in the subways of Ukraine, 
as well as everywhere in the former Soviet Union territory, 
intermediate rail fastenings of the «Metro» type and wooden 
sleepers, in-situ cast by concrete, have been widely used for 
a long time. Therefore, as noted above, in the Introduction, 
such sections first of all require special attention in order to 
ensure safety.

3. the aim and tasks of the study

The aim of the work is to identify indicators of dissipative 
processes in a railway track at its interaction with the rolling 

stock, which makes it possible to evaluate current state of the 
upper structure of the track on the wooden sleepers and to 
detect the need for repair work.

To achieve the set goal, the following tasks should be 
solved:

– to develop theoretical positions for determining inelas-
tic resistances of rail supports during vertical and horizontal 
transverse deformations of rails;

– to identify evaluation characteristics for dissipative 
processes in the interaction of the system «wheel-rail»;

– to receive numeric values of these characteristics for 
the track on the wooden sleepers.

4. materials and methods of research

In order to solve these tasks, we have developed ma-
thematical models of the spatial dynamic system «vehicle – 
track», in which track is considered as a spatial structure in 
the form of beams – rails, which are based on elastic-dissipa-
tive supports with non-linear characteristics [6].

To determine dissipative characteristics of rail supports, 
in particular for the determination of equivalent coefficient 
of dissipation, we used theoretical positions, which con-
sider work of a track under the action of dynamic force 
Rdyn (vertical or horizontal) on it. In this case, the track has 
elastic properties (rigidity C) and viscous resistance with 
coefficient of this resistance β1, which is proportional to 
the velocity of deformation δ  (that is, the first derivative  
from δ). 

It is known [6] that dynamic force Rdyn is associated with 
coefficient β1  and deformation by the following ratio:

R Cdyn = ⋅ + ⋅δ β δ1
 ,  (1)

where δ  is the velocity of deformation. 
Thus, expression (1) has two components: elastic force 

R Cupr = ⋅δ  and non-elastic (dissipative) force Rdyn = ⋅β δ1
 .

To consider a more general case, we will assume that 
the track at first (prior to the impact of dynamic force) is 
under the influence of static load Rstat that causes static 
deformation Δstat (Fig. 1). Thus, the state of the track corre-
sponds to point «0» – initial for the calculation of dynamic 
magnitudes.

Fig.	1.	Graph	of	track	deformation	under	the	action	of	static		
and	dynamic	forces

Under the action of dynamic force Rdyn, the track from 
static equilibrium (point «0») will be deformed by magni-
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tude δdyn  and will continue to be deformed by the periodic 
law of attenuation, that is, in such a way so that after a cer-
tain period of time, variables δdyn  and δdyn  take a zero value 
as a starting point. 

That is, one may write down:

δ δ ωdyn t= 0 sin ,  (2)

and derivative

δ δ ω ωdyn t= 0 cos ,  (3)

where ω is the circular load frequency (c–1). 
If we divide (2) by δ0,  and (3) by δ ω0 ,  and then square 

both parts of the expressions and sum up received expression, 
then we obtain:

δ
δ

δ
δ ω
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We receive from expression (4):

δ δ ω
δ
δdyn
dyn= ± −0

2

0
21 .  (5)

With regard to expression (5), dependence of force Rdyn on 
δdyn  and δdyn  (1) may be written down in the following way:

R C signdyn dyn
dyn

dyn= ⋅ + −δ β δ ω
δ
δ

δ1 0

2

0
21  ,  (6)

where sign dyn
δ  is the sign of velocity, that is, if ( )δdyn > 0  then 

sign dyn
δ = +1, and if ( )δdyn < 0  then sign dyn

δ = –1.
Graph of dependence of force 

Rdyn on δdyn  and δdyn was represen-
ted in Fig. 1. It follows from the 
graph and expression (6) that this de-
pendence id curvilinear. At δdyn > 0, 
this dependence is represented by 
the upper curve, and at δdyn < 0  – by 
the lower one. The resulting shape is 
a closed loop of hysteresis.

The work performed by external 
force Rdyn in one period, as well as 
the external force itself, includes two 
components:
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With regard to d dtdyn dynδ δ=  ,  we  
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The first component is the work 
of external force to overcome elastic 
resistance. It is obviously that over 

the entire period (loading – unloading) it will equal 0 be-
cause the force of elastic resistance will resume its potential 
after removal of external loading force. 

The second component is the work of external forces to 
overcome non-elastic (dissipative) resistance. It is equal to:

β δ β δ ω ω β δ ω pωβ δ1 1 0
2 2 2

1 0
2 2

1 0
2

00

1
2



dyn

rr

dt tdt r= = =∫∫ cos .  (9)

From (8), taking into account the fact that the first com-
ponent is 0, it follows that:

AB = pωβ δ1 0
2.  (10)

From expression (10), coefficient of viscous resistance of 
the track to external loads Rdyn will be equal to:

β
p ω δequiv

BA
=

⋅ ⋅ 0
2 .  (11)

5. results of research into equivalent coefficient of 
dissipation in vertical and horizontal transversal plane

In order to determine vertical and horizontal transverse 
equivalent coefficients of dissipation at wooden sleepers, we 
used data arrays of experimental studies that were performed 
at 12 examined sections with different operational conditions 
of railways in Ukraine over 2009–2011 [11].

Given that at each section they tested from 12 to 
20 sleepers, the total number of received values of equiva-
lent coefficients of dissipation for wooden sleepers is several 
thousand. These data have been processed by conventional 
statistical methods (Table 1). Results of the processing in the 
form of graphs are given in Fig. 2, 3.

Table	1

Dependence	of	changes	in	equivalent	coefficients	of	dissipation	of	rail	supports	on	the	
magnitude	of	tonnage	that	passed	the	section

Parameter
Sleeper 

type
Axial 

load (kN)
Dependence 

βequiv (kN ⋅sec/m)
Mean approxi-

mation error (%)

Vertical equiva-
lent coefficient of 
dissipation of rail 

support

Reinforced 
concrete 

Sh–1

<265 βequiv v T= + ⋅26 05 0 313 0 662. . . 6.8

265–294 βequiv v T= + ⋅31 3 0 329 0 686. . . 5.4

294–450 βequiv v T= + ⋅34 5 0 336 0 729. . . 7.2

Wooden, 
type I 

<265 βequiv v T= + ⋅16 0 0 205 0 650. . . 8.1

265–294 βequiv v T= + ⋅19 2 0 249 0 669. . . 9.1

294–450 βequiv v T= + ⋅20 8 0 260 0 727. . . 8.3

Horizontal equi-
valent coefficient 
of dissipation of 

rail support

Reinforced 
concrete 

 Sh–1

<265 βequiv h T= + ⋅18 0 0 292 0 515. . . 5.5

265–294 βequiv h T= + ⋅23 4 0 288 0 580. . . 4.3

294–450 βequiv h T= + ⋅25 2 0 188 0 673. . . 5.2

Wooden, 
type I 

<265 βequiv h T= + ⋅11 0 0 036 0 764. . . 7.6

265–294 βequiv h T= + ⋅13 9 0 059 0 749. . . 8.2

294–450 βequiv h T= + ⋅15 5 0 078 0 724. . . 7.4
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Fig.	2.	Graphs	of	dependences	of	equivalent	coefficients	of	
dissipation	of	rail	supports	in	the	vertical	plane	on	the	magnitude	
ofpassed	tonnage:	1–	reinforced	concrete	sleepers,	Pos<265	kN;	

2	–	reinforced	concrete	sleepers,	Pos<265–294	kN;	3	–	reinforced	
concrete	sleepers,	Pos<294–450	kN;	4	–	wooden	sleepers,		

Pos<265	kN;	5	–	wooden	sleepers,	Pos<265–294	kN;		
6	–	wooden	sleepers,	Pos<294–450	kN

Fig.	3.	Graphs	of	dependence	of	equivalent	coefficients	of	
dissipation	of	rail	supports	in	the	horizontal	plane	on	the	magnitude	
of	passed	tonnage:	1	–	reinforced	concrete	sleepers,	Pos<265	kN;	
2	–	reinforced	concrete	sleepers,	Pos<265–294	kN;	3	–	reinforced	

concrete	sleepers,	Pos<294–450	kN;	4	–	wooden	sleepers,		
Poc<	65	kN;	5	–	wooden	sleepers,	Pos<265–294	kN;	6	–	wooden	

sleepers,	Pos<294–450	kN

Results of the studies indicate that with an increase 
in tonnage from 0 to 300 million tons, values of coef-
ficients of dissipation in the vertical plane increases by  
1.5–1.9 times (Fig. 2), and in the horizontal plane – a little 
less, by about 1.3 times (Fig. 3).

6. Discussion of results of research into dissipative 
characteristics of track on wooden sleepers

Materials presented in this work are a continuation and 
development of the research, the results of which are repre-
sented in [12]. However, the results [12] were obtained for 
the conditions of the track of not a general usage that differ 
from the main lines in both design characteristics of the rail-
way tracks and conditions of operation of such tracks, as well 
as high axial loads, low motion speeds and existence of the 
curves with a radius less than 150 m.

It should, first of all, be noted that the foundation of re-
search is formed by a fundamentally new calculation scheme 
of the interaction between track and rolling stock, which is 
a spatial structure in the form of beams, which are based on 
the set of elastic–dissipative supports. This scheme allows 
us to significantly improve the accuracy of calculations 

without using the principle of superposition when deter-
mining the spatial forces of interactions between track and  
rolling stock.

The results obtained are meant to be applied when cal-
culating such forces of interaction. They make it possible to 
predict changes in these forces in the course of track opera-
tion, to predict occurrence of critical situations, at which  
a violation of conditions of safety of trains is possible.

Data about vertical dissipative characteristics were ob-
tained for fundamentally different calculation technique; we 
determined their changes during operation; the assessment of 
equivalent coefficients of dissipation under winter conditions 
is given. In future it is planned to continue the studies for the 
purpose of establishing the impact of motion speeds on the 
parameters of dissipation. 

In this article we present results that confirm the results 
of study [12], as a result of which we concluded that the 
resulting diagrams significantly differ from the diagrams of 
systems that are subject to the law of dry friction (Fig. 4).

Fig.	4.	Hysteresis	loop	for	the	upper	structure	of	track	with	
characteristics:	rails,	type	III-a,	sleepers	curve	–	1600	pcs/km,	

ballast	–	crushed	stone:	1	–	loading	of	rail;	2	–	unloading	of	rail;		
3	–	diagram	for	the	system	with	dry	friction

In addition, in the paper we assumed that the power 
of internal friction in the track depends not only on the 
magnitude, proportional to dry friction, but on the first and 
second derivatives of the loading velocity, changes in the ac-
celeration of track elements, and perhaps on other dynamic 
parameters [12].

In [6] they drew conclusions on the fact that the dissi-
pative forces are conveniently considered using equivalent 
coefficient of viscous friction, reduced to the point of contact 
between a wheels and a rail (11). In this case, numerical 
methods of solving a system of differential equations are 
used that describe the interaction of track and rolling stock. 
But this is true under condition that the calculation scheme 
of the track is used in the form of beams that rest on elastic 
supports.

7. conclusions

1. Based on analysis of [2–5, 11] and the research in this 
work, we proposed to detect forces of non-elastic resistances 
of rail supports by using equivalent coefficient of dissipation, 
which takes into account the work of all internal friction 
forces.
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2. A formula for mathematical determination of equi-
valent coefficient of dissipation of rail supports in a track is 
substantiated. This coefficient is proportional to the work 
of external force to overcome non-elastic (dissipative) resis-
tance and inversely proportional to angle frequency of oscil-
lations of elastic deformation and the square of magnitude of 
elastic deformation.

3. We established dependence of equivalent coefficients 
of dissipation of rail supports in the vertical and horizontal 

plane on the magnitude of tonnage that passed the section 
of the track. Results of the experiments indicate that with 
an increase in tonnage from 0 to 300 million tons, values of 
coefficient of dissipation in the vertical plane increase by  
1.5–1.9 times, and in the horizontal plane – by about 1.3 times.

4. Based on the previous conclusions, there appears an 
important possibility for the practical application of equi-
valent coefficient of dissipation to define the current state of 
track and the need to conduct repair work.
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